
Dear Sirs 
 
Re: Proposals to Redevelop Northwood & Pinner Cottage Hospital and Northwood Health Centre 
 
We want to raise with you our concerns over the proposal to redevelop the site currently occupied by 
both the Cottage Hospital and the Northwood Health Centre. 
  
NHS propose to reinstate the Cottage Hospital and move the Northwood Health Centre and other NHS 
services into that building. They then intend selling the remainder of the site and propose the 
construction of 70 flats, split mainly between one bedroom and two bedroom flats, with a very limited 
number of three-bedroom flats. 
  
The reinstatement of the Cottage Hospital will be expensive because not only is it in substantial disrepair, 
it also has asbestos in the construction which would need to be removed first. We understand this would 
cost more than demolishing the building and constructing a new Health Centre, which could be even 
larger than the current Cottage Hospital and house more NHS services. 
  
The proposed development ignores the latest government policy of moving healthcare from hospitals into 
the community. Hillingdon has very little sheltered and step down accommodation for the elderly and it 
has virtually none in the north of the borough. In the past this site provided step down accommodation 
and this is the ideal place for such accommodation. It is certainly what local people want and need. The 
brief from NHS Property does not provide what is needed 
  
Dr Ian Goodman of Hillingdon CCG has voiced this need in recent meetings.  
  
Car parking is also an issue. Under the current proposal the Health Centre will be some one and a half 
times the size of the Acre Way Health Centre, but the increase in car spaces is not proportionate. In 
addition, because the intention is to provide services here rather than have local residents go to 
Hillingdon Hospital, there will be more requirements for car spaces.  
  
It doesn’t help that under the existing proposal there will be three disabled car parking spaces for the 
flats located in the Health Centre car park, as well as direct pedestrian access between the Health Centre 
site and the new flats. We believe that will lead to residents and visitors to the flats using car spaces in the 
Health Centre car park. It was put to us that enforcement procedures will be in place, but it is extremely 
difficult to check which cars are incorrectly parked without full time staff carrying out checks bearing in 
mind that visitors to the Health Centre may well be there for several hours. 
  
To overcome this, we are looking for a total segregation between the Health Centre, and the residential 
accommodation. 
  
As we have said, 70 flats are proposed in two blocks of flats. In fact, NHS will not be carrying out the 
development but have told us that they intend selling off the site with planning permission to a developer. 
That again means no control over the Health Centre car park. 
  
The local area is not short of one and two-bedroom flats, whilst it is short of three bedroom family flats, 
and, as stated above, there is a need for proper step-down accommodation for those wanting to downsize. 
However, this has been overlooked under the proposals. 
  
NHS have said that the expenditure on the new Health Centre must be met in full by the proceeds from 
the development, which we believe is why they have proposed what we consider to be an 
overdevelopment of the flats by constructing flats on four floors whereas the surrounding area has flats of 
three floors only. In addition, they are proposing just 69 car parking spaces, so not even one per flat 
particularly when taking into account visitors. On the other hand, if they can demolish the Cottage 
Hospital and build a new Health Centre for less than reinstating the Cottage Hospital building, then they 
can reduce the number of flats that are required to meet the cost, but can also at the same time provide 
the type of flats more needed by the local community. 
  
It is being suggested that unless these proposals are accepted nothing will be done with the site for some 
years. However, we do not believe this threat to be valid and would ask NHS to review their proposals on 



the basis of demolishing the Cottage Hospital and building a new Health Centre hub building which can be 
larger than the one proposed, as that puts the community first after all. It is intended that the war 
memorial will be retained in whatever is built. 
 

 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 
    
Tony Ellis, Chairman, 
Northwood Residents’ Association 

Andrew Riley BEM, Chairman 
Northwood Hills Residents‘ Association 

 


